Standardization of assays of factor VIII and factor IX.
The development of international standards over the last 15-20 years has led to improved interlaboratory agreement on assays of factor VIII and factor IX. In the most recent international collaborative study, the coefficient of variation for one-stage assays (26 laboratories) was 5.6%. However, in quality assurance surveys, carried out in the UK and USA, agreement between laboratories is much less good, with coefficients of variation ranging from 30% to over 50%. Improvements in agreement between clinical laboratories could be obtained by increasing the amount of testing on each sample, especially the number of dilutions, and reducing the number of reagent systems used. A large number of laboratories now use immunodepleted plasmas instead of congenitally deficient plasmas as substrates for one-stage assays. These plasmas may give satisfactory assays, but many of them have not been thoroughly evaluated in comparison with congenitally deficient plasma. In assessment of potency of very high purity (VHP) factor VIII concentrates, some immunodepleted plasmas were found to give lower potencies than hemophilic plasma. This is partly due to the fact that VHP concentrates contain little or no von Willebrand factor (vWF), and most immunodepleted plasmas are also deficient in vWF. In recent collaborative studies, assays of VHP factor VIII concentrate were much more variable, both within and between laboratories, than assays of intermediate purity concentrates. Standardization of these new products will require careful attention to methodological detail.